
Questions? Contact your Fidelity Representative at 800.544.3455

A Defensive Approach Can Help You Weather Market Downturns
A diversified portfolio that emphasizes defensive investments can help temper down-market 
losses while still participating in up-market gains.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Returns for individual clients will vary. Each line represents the growth of a 
$100,000 initial investment. Based on the performance of a composite of accounts managed using the following strategy characteristics. 
Total Return: Growth with Income asset allocation the total return investment approach and blended investment universe. Defensive: 
Growth with Income asset allocation and the defensive investment approach and blended investment universe. The Growth with Income 
asset allocation and blended investment universe were chosen because they are the most commonly used asset allocation universe in the 
program. Please speak to your Fidelity representative for information about the performance of other strategy characteristics available 
through the program.

1-Year 5-Year 10-Year Since 4/30/17 Since Inception

Defensive* -5.33% 4.40% -- 4.93% 4.93%

Total Return** -7.36% 4.39% 5.56% 5.16% 6.03%

Market Period Up
4/1/18 – 8/31/18

Down
9/1/18 – 12/31/18

Up
1/1/19 – 1/31/20

Down
2/1/20 – 3/31/20

Up
4/1/20 – 12/31/21 

Down
1/1/22 – 9/30/22

Up
10/1/22 – 3/31/23

Defensive* 4.13% -5.08% 16.92% -8.24% 29.12% -16.52% 8.55%

Total Return** 3.20% -9.47% 18.85% -13.58% 48.95% -22.23% 11.56%

Blended Growth with Income Portfolio Cumulative Composite Returns (Net) 

Defensive and Total Return Blended Growth with Income Annualized Composite Returns (Net) as of 3/31/23

Defensive Approach Objective
Seeks to provide a smoother investment 
experience in exchange for more modest 
returns over time. This strategy may be best 
suited for investors who:
 Feel overwhelmed when markets decline
 Would find it easier to stick to a plan with a 

smoother pathway
 Are close to or currently in retirement

How the Defensive Approach Works
Emphasizes allocations to less volatile asset 
classes, that have historically tended to better 
absorb market downturns. This can include:
 Conservative U.S. and International Stocks
 High-Quality U.S. Treasury Bonds
 Inflation-Protected Securities
 Non-Traditional Asset Classes

Keeping you invested
By maintaining your portfolio in a defensive 
posture, we seek to keep you invested and 
confident in your plan to achieve your 
financial goals
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* Inception date for Defensive Growth with Income composite strategy is 4/30/17.

** Inception date for Total Return Growth with Income composite strategy is 3/31/03. 

Information about the calculation of market up and down periods.
Thresholds for market up and down periods are determined by returns for a 
diversified market portfolio. Upward and downward trends are defined as three 
consecutive rolling three-month periods or more. Starting and ending dates of these 
trends are identified as the first month showing sign inflection for the trending 
period.
A diversified market portfolio = 42% Dow Jones U.S. Total Stock Market Index, 18% 
MSCI EAFE Index, 35% Bloomberg US Aggregate Bond Index, 5% Bloomberg 3-
Month Treasury Bill Index and is rebalanced monthly.
Including high-quality bonds and conservative stocks in a defensive investment 
approach may help reduce volatility in your diversified portfolio, providing a 
smoother overall investment experience, and may help keep you on track to reach 
your long-term goals.
• High-quality bonds may generate positive returns during equity downturns. 

Intermediate-term U.S. treasuries, an example of high-quality bonds, tend to move in 
the opposite direction than stocks during significant and sustained stock market 
declines. When stocks fall sharply and trend lower, U.S. Treasuries often rise. High-
quality bonds can help offset stock declines within a diversified portfolio.

• Conservative stocks tend to display a smaller degree of price movement than the 
broader stock market. Minimum volatility stocks, an example of conservative stocks, 
tend to be associated with companies that have relatively stable businesses. 
Historically, minimum volatility stocks hold up better when the broader stock market 
falls. During up markets, when broader stock market returns rise sharply, minimum 
volatility stocks also tend to rise, but more modestly than the broader stock market.

To learn more about account preferences, visit the UMH Digital Strategy Kit.

Investing involves risk, including risk of loss.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Diversification and/or asset allocation do not ensure a profit or protect against a 
loss.
Important information about performance returns. Performance cited represents past 
performance. Past performance, before and after taxes, does not guarantee future results 
and current performance may be lower or higher than the data quoted.

Additional important information
Investment returns and principal will fluctuate with market and economic conditions, and 
you may have a gain or loss when you sell your assets. Your return may differ significantly 
from those reported. The underlying investments held in a client’s account may differ from 
those of the accounts included in the composite. No investment strategy or risk 
management technique can guarantee returns or eliminate risk in any market 
environment.

Before investing in any investment product, you should consider its investment objectives, 
risks, and expenses. This material has been prepared for informational purposes only and 
is not to be considered investment advice or a solicitation for investment. Information 
contained in this report is as of the period indicated and is subject to change. Please read 
the applicable advisory program’s Form ADV Program Fundamentals, available from a 
Fidelity advisor or at Fidelity.com/information. 

Information about the calculation of account and composite returns. Returns for 
periods of one year or less in duration are reported cumulative.  Returns for periods 
greater than one year may be reported on either a cumulative or average annual basis. 
Calendar year returns reflect the cumulative rates of return for the 12-month period from 
January 1 to December 31, inclusively, of the year indicated.

Reported rates of return utilize a time-weighted calculation, which vastly reduces the 
impact of cash flows. Returns shown assume reinvestment of interest, dividends, and 
capital gains distributions. Assets valued in U.S. dollars. Performance for accounts 
managed without tax-smart investing techniques begins when assets are available in the 
account. Performance for accounts managed with tax-smart investing techniques (“tax-
smart accounts”) begins after the Investment Manager reviews the account and deems it 
ready for investment in the chosen strategy.

Rates of return shown are net of the actual investment advisory fees paid for each 
account, and are net of any applicable fee credits, any underlying fund's own 
management fees and operating expenses, and for certain Fidelity Wealth Services 
accounts the fees attributable to separately managed account sleeves. Performance 
information presented for an investment advisory program offered by Fidelity Personal 
Workplace Advisors LLC (“FPWA”) includes performance for accounts enrolled in legacy 
programs previously offered and managed by FPWA’s affiliate, Strategic Advisers LLC, for 
periods prior to July 2018. Fees for these legacy programs differ from current fee 
schedules for FPWA’s programs, and fees for accounts enrolled in those legacy programs 
may have been higher or lower than FPWA’s current fees. Fee structures and the services 
offered have changed over time. Please consult a Fidelity financial advisor or the 
applicable investment advisory program’s current Program Fundamentals for current fee 
information. Additional information about our methodology for calculating pre- and after-
tax performance return information is available at Fidelity.com/information in a document 
titled “About Performance.”

https://www.fidelity.com/go/dsk-umh/account-preferences


Information about composite returns. The rates of return featured for accounts managed to a long-term asset allocation represent a composite of accounts 
managed with the same long-term asset allocation, investment approach and investment universe as applicable; rates of return featured for accounts managed with 
a single asset class strategy represent a composite of accounts managed to the applicable strategy. 

Accounts included in the composite utilize a time-weighted calculation, which vastly reduces the impact of cash flows. Composites are asset-weighted. An asset-
weighted methodology takes into account the differing sizes of client accounts (i.e. considers accounts proportionately). Larger accounts may, by percentage, pay 
lower investment advisory fees than smaller accounts, thereby decreasing the investment advisory fee applicable to the composite and increasing the composite’s 
net-of-fee performance. For tax-smart accounts in Fidelity Wealth Services, composite results are based on the returns of the managed portion of the accounts; 
assets in a liquidity sleeve are excluded from composite performance.  

Composites set minimum eligibility criteria for inclusion. Accounts with less than one full calendar month of returns and accounts subject to significant investment 
restrictions are excluded from composites. Accounts with a do-not-trade restriction are removed from the composite once the restriction has been applied to the 
account for thirty days. For periods prior to October 1, 2022, composite inclusion required a minimum investment level that reflected product-relative investment 
requirements. Effective October 1, 2022, product composites will reflect all accounts for which we produce a rate of return and that meet the aforementioned criteria. 
Non-fee paying accounts, if included in composite, will increase the net-of-fee performance. Certain products, like Fidelity Go, offer investment services where 
accounts under a certain asset level do not incur investment advisory fees.  Employees do not incur investment advisory fees for certain products. 

Additional Information. Changes in laws and regulations may have a material impact on pre- and/or after-tax investment results. Strategic Advisers LLC relies on 
information provided by clients in an effort to provide tax-smart investing techniques, and does not offer tax advice. Strategic Advisers LLC can make no guarantees 
as to the effectiveness of the tax-smart investing techniques applied in serving to reduce or minimize a client’s overall tax liabilities or as to the tax results that may be 
generated by a given transaction. Consult a tax advisor for additional details.

The information contained herein includes information obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but we do not warrant or guarantee the timeliness or accuracy of 
the information as it has not been independently verified. It is made available on an "as is" basis without warranty. 

Views of Strategic Advisers LLC as of 3/31/23 and are subject to change at any time based on market and other conditions.

Tax-smart (i.e., tax-sensitive) investing techniques, including tax-loss harvesting, are applied in managing certain taxable accounts on a limited basis, at the 
discretion of the portfolio manager, primarily with respect to determining when assets in a client's account should be bought or sold. Assets contributed may be sold 
for a taxable gain or loss at any time. There are no guarantees as to the effectiveness of the tax-smart investing techniques applied in serving to reduce or minimize 
a client's overall tax liabilities, or as to the tax results that may be generated by a given transaction. 

Fidelity® Wealth Services provides non-discretionary financial planning and discretionary investment management through one or more Portfolio 
Advisory Services accounts for a fee. Advisory services offered by Fidelity Personal and Workplace Advisors LLC (FPWA), a registered investment adviser. 
Discretionary portfolio management services provided by Strategic Advisers LLC (Strategic Advisers), a registered investment adviser. Brokerage services provided 
by Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC (FBS), and custodial and related services provided by National Financial Services LLC (NFS), each a member NYSE and SIPC. 
FPWA, Strategic Advisers, FBS, and NFS are Fidelity Investments companies.

Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC, Member NYSE, SIPC, 900 Salem Street, Smithfield, RI 02917

© 2023 FMR LLC. All rights reserved.
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